The Light Path
Lecture #12 of Year Two

The Light Beings Speak
I ask the divine light guide us and protect us. I call forth the beings of light and love, truth and
wisdom. And I ask now that all that we need for the divine enfoldment of our souls, on all levels of
our existence, manifest peacefully and lovingly.

It is very important to understand that each of you is an integral part of creating the
consciousness that organizes your world, lives and future, and heals your past. In this busy
world, you might feel powerless or insignificant as just an individual. Let us remind you that
each thought, each intention, each awakening of consciousness reverberates light and energy
out into the energetic fields, the vibrational fields and the dense fields of etheric and earth
form. You are a creative tool of spirit, and when you practice grounding the energy from the
spiritual level through your structure and sharing it with the other structures of earth (the
form and energy and animals and people, the gases and elements), when you share this, you
are choosing to organize the energy of your world. You are not a passive creator. You are, as
all the great teachers and prophets have said, a co-creator of existence.
As the beloved Jesus has said, “You will do as I do and greater.” When you hear the spiritual
teaching “We are one”, it does not mean that the ascended beings are choosing to be one with
you just to comfort and ease you. It means that you in the present moment, in the present
form of existence, in the present body, no matter how limited in energy it may be, are an
active participant in creating reality and therefore, one with all of the conscious beings of all
dimensions that are creating reality.
As you develop your intuition and your attunement to your non-limited thinking, you can
access -- through intention -- the wisdom, the thoughts, the energy, the love that you choose
to activate in your life. Oh, how we hear earthlings say, “I’m too tired. It’s all too confusing.
I’m too overwhelmed. I can’t go on.” These are all feeling states of your ego but not the truth
of your core being. Your core being is not limited to the energy in your physical body or the
thoughts in your mind or the emotions in your life. Your core body is an ever-present
connection, a living state of the “I am one” truth. “I am one with the creator. I am one with
universal energy. I am one with universal mind. I am one with the core truth in all created
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beings.” It is from this space that you seek peace, that you can love those who are unlovable
to your ego, that you can let go of your fears.
For what is fear? It is only a momentary forgetting of the “I am one” space. Sometimes you
get discouraged because with all the work you have done in your spiritual workshops, you
look at your physical, spiritual and emotional life, and it is not always what you think it should
be. At these times, it is important to look more into the deep heart and to view your life from
this space of knowing and loving, to see the truth that form is temporary, form is a temporary
dream of the ego perception. It is designed to be temporary, to be imperfect, to provide
opportunities for the self to seek a greater meaning in life. You are exactly who you should be
in your incompleteness so that you are called to remember the constant infinite perfect
oneness of the spirit. Play with form, enjoy form, love your imperfectness and see that it is
created by you, your greater self, for but a moment of existence. The more you remember this,
the more you will be able to create more joy, beauty and spiritualness, reflecting in this
temporary form.
Do not be afraid of death, for death is that moment when the spirit remembers it is eternal
and it was only playing at being temporary. While you are still in this temporary form called
personality, the physical self, practice seeing if you can experience remembering why you are
playing with form. Then there will be light in your life. Then you will know that all the
learning, practicing, trying and seeking was to bring you to this moment of remembering.
Peace.
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